Buckingham Youth Brigade Plan Lee Highway Activity

Report prepared by D. Taylor Reich, organizer

Introduction
Arlington prides itself on an exceptionally inclusive community engagement process, reaching
demographic groups across the County through outreach. But one key group is systematically
excluded. This group, despite its large population, is given no place in Arlington’s civic process.
Although its members are the county’s most vulnerable to dangerously-designed roadways,
they are never invited to community meetings discussing the designs. A number of institutions
claim to look out for the group’s interests, but they almost never include direct representation
from its members. This group is Arlington’s children and teenagers, and this report describes
one attempt to bring the community engagement process to them.
The Buckingham Youth
Brigade and the Plan Lee
Highway Community Forum
recently hosted an activity
about urban planning on the
Lee Highway corridor. Mireya
Vitela (BU-GATA Youth
Programs Coordinator) and
myself, D. Taylor Reich
(Youth Advocacy Rep., Plan
Lee Highway Community
Forum) organized the activity
and conducted it over three
hours on April 24th and May
1st, 2019.
This report aims to
accomplish two goals: First,
to describe the results of the
activity in a way that will be useful to Arlington County, the Plan Lee Highway Community
Forum, AECOM, and others involved in the Plan Lee Highway process. Second, to explain how
the activity was organized, for those parties and others who want to organize similar activities in
the future. This report and some related information, which may be useful to readers, is
available at http://davidtaylorreich.com/buckingham-youth-brigade-plan-lee-highway/.
About 15 high-school-age people participated in the activity, along with five volunteer facilitators.
Three of them Buckingham Youth Brigade program alumni: Geovani Nogales, Bryan Lopez, and
Manny Aguilar. The other two were Jerusalem Solomon, from Arlington County’s public
engagement team, and Debbie Spiliotopoulos from the Northern Virginia Regional Commission.

The activity consisted of four parts:
First, a conversation discussed the concept of ‘complete streets’, with a slideshow of images of
very different streets from around the world and a group conversation about what a street is and
how it can be shared between different kinds of people.
Second, a site visit to a location on Lee Highway (the 4600 block of Lee Highway, at the
western intersection with Old Dominion Drive and Abingdon St.), provided an opportunity to
examine existing conditions, criticise them, and consider alternatives.
Third, a conversation, with some show-of-hands poll questions and some discursive discussion,
explored various topics related to Plan Lee Highway.
Finally, a digital survey gathered quantitative data about the students’ beliefs and experiences.
Because of differing attendance between dates, not all of the same people participated in all
parts of the activity. Throughout the report, I will refer to the high-school-age people as
participants, rather than students, and the older people as f acilitators or organizers rather than
leaders o
 r teachers, because this activity was not a lesson.

Arlingtonian, Community Forum member, and transportation planner Chris Forinash noticed that the
activity was taking place in his own neighborhood, and joined to discuss bus stops with the participants.

1: Complete Streets
The activity kicked off with a question: “what is a street?” After about 10 minutes of discussion,
with a little guidance by the organizers emphasizing the concept of shared space and fairness,
we examined ten images of streets from around the world. For each image, we asked the
participants to check for the presence of certain possible street uses: people walking, people
relaxing, children playing, people bicycling or riding scooters, people driving cars, people riding
public transit, and people shopping. We also asked the participants to rate each image from 0-5
based on how much they thought Lee Highway should be made to resemble it, with 5 being the
strongest preference.
These were the images and the corresponding average ratings (with 13 participants):

Suburban highway, USA: 1.5

Autobahn, Germany: 0.7

Shopping street, Singapore: 3.4

Bicycle street, The Netherlands: 2.4

Boulevard, Morocco: 3.6

Bus Rapid Transit corridor, China: 3

Lee Highway west of Old Dominion, Arlington
Shopping alley, Palestine: 1.2

(near site visit location): 2.9

Lee Highway at Lee Heights, Arlington (near
site visit location): 2.9

Proposal for Lee Highway at Lee Heights,
from the Lee Highway Visioning Study: 4.5

2: Site visit
The group of participants and facilitators visited the western intersection of Lee Highway and
Old Dominion Drive.
There we separated into four groups, each consisting of three youth participants and a
facilitator. The participants were charged with examining the intersection as it stands, criticizing
it, and discussing how it could be improved. Each participant was encouraged to take notes.
The facilitator was asked to take notes for the entire group and was encouraged to contribute as
little as possible to the conversation, except for ensuring that conversation stayed on-topic and
that every participant had a chance to contribute.
Within each group, one student was responsible for ensuring that suggested improvements
addressed the needs of pedestrians and transit riders, one student was responsible for the
needs of bicyclists and scooter riders, and one student was responsible for the needs of drivers
and TNC riders.

The location of the site visit along Lee Highway

After the activity, I reviewed the notes that the students and facilitators had made. Naturally, the
notes were disorganized, and the best I can do to summarize them is to list all the points that
more than one participant made (with the number of times that point was made in parentheses).
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●

Stoplights are old (2)
Driving lanes are too small (2)
Not enough space for trucks to
load/unload (2)
There should be more walking
space in the crosswalk (2)
The spacious green median is
useless (2)
Needs more crosswalk lights (2)
There’s no street crossing at the
one-way right turn in the southeast
of the study area (2)
”When we tried crossing the sign
didn’t come up so we had to
jaywalk” (2)
Needs crosswalks on both sides of
the intersection (3)
Needs more stop signs (3)
Needs bike racks (3)
The sidewalks are too narrow and congested to park e-scooters, this should be fixed (4)
Needs bike lanes (also for scooters) (4)
Needs wider sidewalks (4)

3: Polls and Conversations
A week after the site visit, the participants and organizers met again to continue the
conversation about Lee Highway. In this session, the discussion was organized around a series
of topics. Each topic was posed as a question, and after some discussion among the
participants, we took a quick show-of-hands poll to assess the group’s sentiment. Ten
participants joined this part of the activity.
This section will list the results of the polls along with some quotations or paraphrases of the
participants’ comments.
Transportation
Participants who prefer docked SMDs (bikeshare, scootershare): 6/10
Participants who prefer undocked SMDs: 0/10
Participants who believe some car lanes should be changed to bus lanes: 8/10
Participants who believe that there should be fewer bus stops (more express service): 2/10
“People speed at night on Lee Highway.”
“We need more speed limit alert signs.”
Parks & recreation
Participants who want more parks on Lee Highway: 10/10
Participants who think more parks should be nature-oriented: 1/10
Participants who think more parks should be playground-oriented: 6/10
Participants who think more parks should be plaza-oriented: 2/10
“I love walking to parks.”
“Tyrol Hill is a really good park.”
“There’s no space to walk [on Lee Highway].”
Suggestions for recreational facilities:
-Laser tag
-Community pool
-Trampoline parks
-Dave & Busters (or other arcade games)
-Public movie screenings (in a park or a drive-in theater) (with public online voting to choose the
movies)

Shopping
Participants who prefer chain restaurants: 7/10
Participants who prefer local restaurants: 1/10
Participants who want there to be more 7-11s: 4/10
Participants who want there to be fewer 7-11s: 4/10
Participants who want all the 7-11s to be removed: 0/10
“Not all restaurants should be the same.”
“I want a more international feel, like Columbia Pike.”
“I want more Taco Bell.”
“If they make housing cheaper, then there will be more diversity, more people will come, and it
will bring more more international restaurants, and usually they will be local restaurants.”
“Shops are so old.”
Culture, urban design, and sense of place
Height: Participants were polled for the optimal number of stories for buildings on Lee Highway:
Mean: 5.8; Median: 6; Range: 4-10
“It’s like an abandoned area.”
“There’s barely any kids outside”
“We should close the street sometimes to have parades.”

4: Survey
Should Lee Highway be an attractive destination for people living in other neighborhoods or
other counties? 12/13, 92% Yes
Is it more important for Lee Highway to try to preserve the good things it has now, or for it to try
to improve? 8/13, 62% Yes
Is there anywhere, in Arlington, DC, or elsewhere, that you think Lee Highway should imitate?
(optional): Two responses: “DC” and “Rosslyn”.
Would you agree that "Lee Highway should be more like Clarendon?" 11/13, 85% Yes
For the following modes of travel, how much should they be prioritized on Lee Highway (out of
5), and how many participants use them regularly:
Walking: 4.6 / 5; 11 participants
Bicycles: 4.1 / 5; 4 participants
Scooters: 4.2 / 5; 3 participants
Public buses: 3.9 / 5; 13 participants
School buses: 3.8 / 5; 6 participants
Metro riders: 3.6 / 5; 5 participants
Rideshare / Taxi: 3.5 / 5; 8 participants
Private cars: 3.2 / 5; 4 participants
Which urban planning issues are you interested in?
Shopping, businesses, and economic development: 9/13
Public space: 9/13
Local culture, history, and heritage: 8/13
Complete streets and mobility: 7/13
Housing: 7/13
Art and fun: 7/13
Urban design and architecture: 6/13
Racial and socioeconomic justice: 4/13
Sustainability: 3/13

Conclusions
This program was intended as a pilot. We hope that it will be the first step toward a plan for a
replicable activity that could be run across the County, with different groups of students, under
the facilitation of County staff or other volunteers. I intend to organize a few more such activities
with other groups of students over the coming months in my role as Community Forum Youth
Advocacy Representative, but I am only a single volunteer and unable to take on the
responsibility of youth outreach for the Arlington County government.
Hopefully this information will be useful to the County or to other participants in the Plan Lee
Highway process. I welcome commentary on the structure of the activity and how it could be
more effective as a connection between young people and officials.

